What’s Happening in Kindy this Week?

WEEK TWO

BOOKS TO BE ENJOYED...
Bear Hunt by Anthony Brown

PHONOLOGICAL AWARENESS
Initial Continuant Sounds n, r, f

ALPHABET RECOGNITION & LETTER FORMATION
Alphabet Song
Pre-Writing Patterns – Tall line (down, down, top to bottom) and Short line (down, top to bottom)

MATHS FOCUS
Explore numbers to 10 – connect numerals and quantities, including zero, up to 10
Subitise small collections of objects
Copy patterns and arrangements

RELIGIOUS EDUCATION
Looking After God’s World

FUNDAMENTAL MOVEMENT SKILLS
Running and Bear Walks

SPECIAL EVENTS
Thursday – Emergency Evacuation Practice at 10.30am

REMINDERS...
MORNING ROUTINE — Identify name and put name card on whiteboard. Find ‘Name Writing Practise Sheet’ write name twice. Parents please encourage proper pencil grip (examples will be provided) and the correct formation of the letters using the cues provided (arrows and numbers). Sponges will be on the tables for the children to rub their sheet clean afterwards ready for the next day.
PORTFOLIOS — Please return all portfolios as soon as possible intact and ready for our next term of work.
ROSTERS — Parent Rosters are now up. Please check your availability to assist us in Kindy — we appreciate your help!
PIGEON HOLES — Please remember to clear your child’s pigeon hole each week. The pigeon holes may contain important notes and reminders as well as activities that the children have spent precious time completing.

The Kindy Team – Mrs Maria Daniele, Mrs Gaye Sanchez-Lawson, Miss Jennelle Salerno